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1 Introduction 

Consider the case of a factory that ernits polIution which soils the clothes at a nearby laundry. 

In the presence of such a negative extemality, market equilibrium (with price-taking agents) will 

typically be inefficient. Coase (1960) argued that private bargaining between the factory and 

laundry can yield an efficient outcome as long as bargaining is frictionless and property rights 

are welI defined. An important implication of the Coase Theorem is that the efficiency of the 

outcome does not depend on the specific alIocation of property rights. The factory may have the 

right to polIute at will or the laundry may have the right to force the factory not to polIute at 

alI-in either case, the outcome from private bargaining will be efficient. 

We endogenize the investment decisions made by parties such as the factory and laundry, 

decisions which may result in their locating together despite the negative extemality between 

them. We maintain the Coasian assumption that they engage in frictionless bargaining over the 

extemality if they end up locating together. We add two new elements to the basic Coasian 

model: (a) parties make sequential investment decisions before any extemality is generated and 

(b) the first party makes its initial decision before it knows the identity of the second. The latter 

element is labeled ex ante anonymity. Put simply, ex ante anonymity amounts to assurning that 

one does not always know one's future neighbors at the time when location-specific costs may 

be incurred. For example, the factory may face a location decision before it knows which of a 

large set of laundries will actualIy locate near it, and it is likely to be prohibitively expensive to 

negotiate with alI of them (especialIy if the set is expanded to include alI potential second parties 

such as restaurants, residences, etc.). 

We maintain that ex ante anonymity is a pervasive aspect of extemality problems and may 

be a leading cause of contractual incompleteness. 1 Our departure from Coase's assumption of 

complete contracting over alI relevant variables is quite simple--contracting is impossible at the 

time of the first party' s initial location decision but is frictionless once the two parties meet-yet 

the implications of this simple departure are significant and in some cases surprising: 

I In the model, the first party has the option to delay its location decision until after the second party arrives on 
the scene. Allowing such delay effectively endogenizes the degree of contractual incompleteness since the factory is 
able to make its location decision contractible by delaying. To the best of our knowledge, this forrn of endogenous 
contractual incompleteness has not previously been analyzed . 
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• The "coming to the nuisance" doctrine asserts that property rights should be allocated 
to the first party, since the second party to arrive on the scene chooses to move into 
a situation where it is harrned. This logic is consistent with the incomplete-contracts 
literature, following the seminal papers by Grossman and Hart (1986) and Hart and Moore 
(1990) (hereafter, GHM). GHM's basic proposition is that to be protected from hold-up, 
the investing party should be granted rights in the forrn of asset ownership. Contrary to 
this proposition, we identify cases in which the first party is the only one to have sunk its 
locational investment at the time it bargains with the second party over the extemality, yet 
granting property rights over the extemality to the first party is inefficient, dominated by 
granting rights to the second party. 

• In a seminal paper in law and economics, Calabresi and Melamud (1972) compare dam
age rights-the right to sue for harrn caused by another party's negative extemality-with 
injunctive rights-the right to stop the extemality outright. They argue that, when transac
tions costs are high, damage rights are preferable to injunctive rights. We show that, despite 
the presence of transactions costs in the forrn of ex ante anonymity, the Calabresi-Melamud 
rule is equally likely to be reversed. In the construction of an efficient property-rights allo
cation, the distinction between damage and injunctive rights matters less than distinctions 
based on the timing of ownership (first- vs. second-party rights). 

• Governrnents have tended to grant property rights only to parties that have an established 
interest in the land, perhaps reflecting an effort to deter speculators. For example, the 
Homestead Act of 1862 required the construction of a house and other improvements to 
gain rights to a pa~ceI. We demonstrate that such requirements can be socially harrnful: . 
it may be better to grant property rights on the basis of the timing of ownership alone 
(owner rights) rather than additionally requiring investments sufficient to have abona fide 
establishment on the land (investor rights). 

• There is a conventional belief in economics that ownership of land by a single party will 
lead to the intemalization of extemalities. For example, Posner (1992, p. 66) writes, 
"Attaining the efficient solution would have been much simpler if a single individual or 
firrn had owned all of the affected land." Stull (1974) in his seminal paper on land use and 
zoning, argues that ownership by a single developer produces a social optimum which may 
Pareto dominate decentralized ownership. Similar points have been raised in discussions 
of the problem of the cornrnons (see, e.g., Baumol 1988, chapter 3; Starrett 1988, chapter 
5; and Hardin 1993). We show that these arguments do not hold with ex ante anonymity. 
Ownership of all affected land by a single party is a special case of a more general rights 
regime we propose, exc/usion rights, which allows the holder to exclude other parties from 
the general location in addition to setting the extemality leveI. Exclusion rights tum out to 
be no better than standard (non-exc/usion) rights, a result which has the irnrnediate corollary 
that concentrated ownership is no better than separate ownership by the two parties. Indeed, 
under a small departure from our basic assumptions, concentrated ownership can be strictly 
worse than separate ownership . 
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• One ofCoase's (1960) major·insights was that the identity ofthe generator ofthe externality 
is not economically relevant: the central question is one of conflicting uses, rather than 
causation. We offer a definition of generator that is consistent with common usage and 
show that conditioning the allocation of property rights on the identity of the generator can 
improve social welfare. In the presence of ex ante anonyrnity, the identity of the generator 
may indeed be economically relevant. 

As can be inferred from the previous discussion, the conclusions from the Coase Theorem 

no longer hold when ex ante anonymity' is introduced: with ex ante anonyrnity, (a) outcomes 

can be inefficient and (b) the allocation of property rights can affect the leveI of social surplus. 

Concerning point (b), there is a rich set of multi-dimensional property rights (formed by taking 

various combinations of the alternatives first- vs. second-party rights, injunctive vs. damage 

rights, owner vs. investor rights, exclusion vs. non-exclusion rights), which differ in their 

relative efficiencies. One of the major contributions of the paper is to rank, according to social 

welfare, a number of common property-rights regimes drawn from this rich set. The results cited 

in the previous five bullet points are immediate corollaries of the ranking theorem. 

To gain some intuition for the ranking theorem, note that all variables are contractible ex 

post except for the first party's initial investment decision; so it is the equilibrium value of this 

variable which determines the relative efficiency of regimes. Granting property rights (of any of 

the basic forms we consider) to the first party may lead to overinvestment; i.e., the first party 

initially locates in the area where the externality may arise rather than locating somewhere else 

or at least delaying location until the second party arrives. Granting property rights to the second 

mover may lead to underinvestment. One might think that strong rights regimes-strong in the 

sense of affording the rights holder power to extract surplus from the other party--exacerbate 

these inefficiencies. This intuition is not correct. What matters for the first party's investment 

decision is not its surplus levei but rather its surplus at the margin-the difference between its 

surplus conditional on investing and its surplus conditional on not investing. Both surpluses rise 

the stronger are the first party's rights, but the margin between the two may increase or decrease. 

lt turns out that the ranking of regimes is non-monotonic in the strength of property rights. 

Since the model admits a rich set of alternative rights regimes, an obvious question is whether 

there are policies that can induce frrst-best equilibria in all cases. We construct a mechanism 

that does so using only the information courts would need to enforce standard contracts, and we 

3 
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discuss its practical applicability. We then derive a new type of damages regime that can also 

induce the first best in alI cases. 

To the best of our knowledge, ours is the first analysis of torts and social harm in an 

incomplete-contracting framework. Our work is close in spirit to Edlin and Reichelstein (1996) 

in that we take a further step to integrate the literature on the efficiency of standard legal regimes 

with the literature on the holdup problem. Our work differs from theirs in its focus on torts rather 

than on the traditional buyer-supplier transactions. 2 While our models are similar in alIowing 

efficient bargaining at the ex post stage, they differ in the degree of ex ante contractual incom

pleteness: Edlin and Reichelstein allow noncontingent (fixed price) contracts; ex ante anonymity 

in our setup mIes out ex ante contracts entirely. The models have contrasting implications. The 

first best can be obtained for all the benchmark legal remedies explored in Edlin and Reichelstein 

in the unilateral investment case but not in ours. The additional contractual incompleteness in 

our model leads to greater distortion of ex ante investment. 

The existing formal literature on the problem of torts and social harm, including Rob (1989), 

Mailath and Postlewaite (1990), and Neeman (1999), adopts a framework involving complete 

contracting and ex post private information rather than, as we do, incomplete contracting and 

ex post symmetric inf0rI?ation. This literatl:lre's central focus (the design of optimaI contract~ 

between private parties) differs from ours (the imposition of property-rights regimes on private 

parties by an externaI authority); the source of the underlying the underlying inefficiency in 

this literature (suboptimaI externality leveI andJor suboptimal investment decision by the second 

mover) also differs from ours (suboptimal date-O investment decision by the first mover). 

There are a number of recent papers in the context of incomplete contracts and the theory 

of the firm that show, as do we, that welfare may be reduced if property rights are granted 

to the investing party. De Meza and Lockwood (1998) show that GHM's conclusions can be 

reversed by changing the underlying bargaining game so that the threat points involve "outside" 

rather than "inside" options. Though our bargaining game superficially resembles De Meza and 

Lockwood' s in that parties can pursue outside options in the event bargaining breaks down, our 

setup is actually closer to GHM's since outside options are never binding in equilibrium. The 

2Edlin and Reichelstein in tum is part of a larger literature on the efficiency of fixed price contracts under 
renegotiation including Hart and Moore (1988); Chung (1991); Aghion, Dewatripoint, and Rey (1990, 1994); 
MacLeod and Malcomson (1993); and NOldeke and Schmidt (1995). 

4 
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difference between our setup and GHM's is that the first party's investment may lead to a negative 

externality between it and the second party in our setup, whereas investment always has a neutra I 

or positive effect on the other party in GHM's. Thus, granting rights to the investing party may 

lead to overinvestment, which never occurs in GHM. 

The insight that granting property rights to the investing party may lead to overinvestment 

has been applied to various aspects of the internai organization of firms incJuding transfer-pricing 

schemes among divisions (HolmstrOm and Tirole 1990), excJusive-dealing contracts (Segal and 

Whinston 1998), and asset access and ownership (Rajan and Zingales 1998). There are three 

essential differences between our work and theirs. First, our underlying application is social harm 

and torts rather than the theory of the firmo Second, the related incomplete-contracts literature 

assumes that players set optimal rights regimes ex ante in private negotiations. Ex ante anonymity 

prevents such negotiations in our setup; our focus is instead on optimal govemment policy-and 

hence the application to torts rather than contracts .. Third, we analyze a broad range of multi

dimensional rights allocations. One dimension we analyze, excJusion versus non-excJusion, is 

similar to excJusivity in HolmstrOm and Tirole (1990) and Segal and Whinston (1998) and asset 

ownership in Rajan and Zingales (1998). We analyze a large number of other dimensions as well, 

incJuding owner versus invest<;>r rights, damages versus injunctions, and first versus second-party 

rights, as well a providing a complete ordering of these regimes.3 ,4 

3Besides our paper, only Edlin and Reichelstein (1996) and Rajan and Zingales (1998) systematically analyze 
the welfare effects of moving from the traditionally-studied "blanket" rights (e.g., exclusive dealing, ownership) to 
more general regimes involving multi-dimensional rights. Edlin and Reichelstein study expectation damages as well 
as specific performance. Rajan and Zingales allow for asset access as well as ownership. We consider regimes with 
four dimensions, each dimension having at least two possibilities, leading to at least 24 = 16 possible rights regimes. 

4An analogy can be drawn between our work and Bergstrom's (1989) analysis ofBecker's (1974) "Rotten Kid 
Theorem." The "Rotten Kid Theorem" states that a selfish child in a family with a benevolent head will acl in the 
family's best interest, similar to the Coase Theorem 's statemenl that a selfish polluter's choosing the socially-optimal 
pollution leveI. Bergstrom's main result-the "Rotten Kid Theorem" only holds under restrictive conditions-can 
be easily understood within our framework: the rotten kid's actions can be interpreted as non-contractible ex ante 
investments; as such they will be chosen inefficiently in general, lo maximize the kid's share of the family's surplus 
rather than the family's surplus itself. 

5 
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2 Model 

2.1 Setup 

We model a situation where at different times, two players become aware of opportunities to 

purchase and invest in plots of Iand in some general location. Figure 1 is a schematic diagram 

of the model's timing. There are two dates, O and 1. At the beginning of date O, the court 

chooses a property-rights regime, which becomes common knowledge. Party A then becomes 

aware of an opportunity to make an investment that is specific to a pIot of land it can purchase 

on a competitive market. A also decides whether to sink this 10cationaI investment immediately 

or to delay the decision until date 1. Immediate investment costs Co ~ O and has the potential 

to generate flow retums at both date O and date 1, a ~ O and a(e), respectively, where e is an 

extemality levei discussed below. We allow for the possibility that A invests at date O, paying Co 

and eaming a, but then exits at date I before a( e) is realized. (This might be a rational strategy, 

for example, if a( e) < O.) If investment is delayed and then made at date 1, the cost is CI ~ O 

and the flow retum a( e) obtains at date 1, where all payoffs are in date-O present value terms. 

Formally, f~ = 1 if A invests immediately and f~ = O if A delays; ft = 1 if A is present in the 

market at date I and ft = O if A is not. 5 

At the beginning of date 1, another party B becomes aware of an opportunity to invest in 

a location near A.6 We assume ex ante anonymity: A is unaware of B's identity, and is thus 

prevented from contracting with B, at date 0. 7 However, A subsequently leams B's identity 

at date 1, and the two players bargain subject to the property rights that the court allocated at 

5The full range of possibiJities for location are open to A: it can invest immediately and remain in the market at 
date 1 (e~ = ef = 1), invest immediately and exit at date 1 (e~ = 1, ef = O), delay and invest at date 1 (e~ = O, 
ef = 1), or never invest (e~ = ef = O). 

6 Fonnally, B is chosen from large set of identical players B. The assumption of identical players in B serves 
to simplify the analysis and is analogous to the assumption ma de in the literature on incomplete contracts (e.g. 
Grossman and Hart 1986) that players have identical payoff functions in each of a number of different states of the 
world. 

70ne way to justify ex ante anonymity is to suppose that there is a discrete cost of contracting with each agent in 
B. If the surplus A earns in the game is bounded, ex ante contracting will be prohibitively expensive if the number 
of elements in B is large enough. Though discrete contracting costs have been criticized in the Jiterature when they 
have been applied on a per-c1ause basis. (see Dye 1985 and the criticism by Hart 1987), in our case the discrete cost 
is incurred in contracting with separate individuais rather than c1auses. Another way to justify ex ante anonymity is 
to suppose that A has to make its decision before the agents in B have incorporated, and incorporation is necessary 
for an agent to sign a valid contract. 

6 
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date O. B can choose to sink a locational investment there (f~ = 1) or elsewhere (f~ = O). We 

assume that a negative externality e E [O, e] is generated between the parties if and only if they 

end up locating in the same general area (i.e., if and only if f~ = ff = 1). For example, consider 

a factory that has moved to a certain location. If a laundry moves nearby, then an externality 

is created in that the pollution impregnates the elothing. If the laundry does not move elose to 

the plant, then this externality is not created. The externality affects A' s pre-bargaining payoff 

according to the function a(e) and B's according to b(e).8 The assumption that e is a negative 

externality is captured as follows. Define eA = arg max a( e), and eB = arg max b( e). If A 

emits the externality (implying that B is harmed), then we assume eA > O, and eB = O; i.e, A's 

pre-bargaining optimum involves a positive levei of the externality, whereas B's pre-bargaining 

optimum involves the lowest leveI possible (where the externality leveI in the "state of nature" 

with no party operating has been normalized to zero). Conversely, if B emits the externality, then 

we assume eA = O and eB > O. To cover all possible cases, we make no restrictions on which 

party emits the externality. 

The functions a( e) and b( e) can be regarded as payoffs net of what the parties could earn in 

the alternative location or, equivalently, can be regarded as gross payoffs with the return from 

the alternative location normalized to zero. Under either interpretation, it is important to allow 

for the possibility of negative values of a(e) and b(e). For conciseness, let aJ == a(eJ ) and 

bJ == b(é) for J = A, B. It will prove useful to define joint-surplus function s(e) == a(e) + b(e). 

The joint-surplus maximizing externality levei then is e* = arg maxe s( e). For conciseness, let 

a* == a(e*), b* == b(e*), and s* == s(e*). 

The variables that are set in date-l bargaining inelude A 's and B's locational decisions, re

spectively f~ and ff, and the externality, e. A' s date-O location decision f~ affects the bargaining 

game by affecting the cost of choosing different values for f~. If f~ = 1, A can remain in the 

location at no additional cost (beyond the sunk cost co); if f~ = O, A needs to expend CI to enter. 

After bargaining, the parties' payoffs are realized, and the game ends. 

To focus on the effect of ex ante anonymity, we assume that date-l bargaining is frictionless, 

always yielding the ex post efficient surplus (that is, the efficient surplus conditional on the 

8 B's investment cost is incorporated in b(e). A's is broken oul separately since A can influence the CosI by 
investing aI date O or delaying. 
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investments sunk at date O). Therefore, e, ft, and fr will always be set at their ex post efficient 

values; the only welfare-relevant decision that is. made is A' s date-O invest-or-delay decision e~. 

This means that the efficiency of a particular rights regime is fully determined by the equilibrium 

value of f~. 9 

For concreteness, we adopt the form of Nash bargaining in which the default payoffs are 

parties' surpluses in the event bargaining breaks down. lO Let U { and U p be A' s date-l contin

uation payoffs. We will maintain the notational convention that superscript I indicates the value 

of a variable conditional on f~ = 1 (i.e., conditional on A's having invested immediately) and 

superscript D conditional on f~ = O (i.e., conditional on A's having delayed investing). Our 

Nash bargaining assumption implies 

uf = d~ + IA(Wf - d~ - d~) (1) 

(2) 

Conditional on f~ = 1, d) is the default payoff (the payoff that results if bargaining breaks 

down) of party J = A, B and W{ is the maximum date-l continuation social surplus; df and 

Wp are their analogues conditioned on f~ = O. A obtains share IA of the gains from successful 

bargaining and B gains share I B = 1 - I A· 

2.2 A's Investment Decision 

Let Uó denote A's date-O continuation payoff conditional on et = 1 and uf conditional on 

e~ = O. If f~ = 1, A's date-O continuation payoff is the sum of the date-O flow Q - Co and the 

date-l flow U {, implying U Ó = Q - Co + U {Y If A de1ays investment, it obtains no date-O flow 

9The "ex ante non-contractible, ex post contractible" structure of our analysis is standard in incomplete-contracting 
models. 

IOThis is the second variant of Nash bargaining studied by Binmore, Rubinstein, and Wolinsky (1986), who 
show it is the limit of a subgame-perfect equilibrium. of an altemating-offers bargaining game with an exogenous 
probability of a breakdown in bargaining as this probability approaches zero. The results are qualitatively similar 
using the first variant of Nash bargaining from Binrnore, Rubinstein, and Wolinsky (1986), in which the default 
payoffs are the flows earned during the bargaining process, as long as parties are free to opt out of the bargaining 
process and pursue their outside options. Ca1culations are available from the authors upon request. 

II Since all payoffs are expressed as present discounted values, they can simply be added . 
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payoff, so UI? simply equals the date-l flow Uf. Using this and equations (1) and (2), we have 

(3) 

where ~ indicates the marginal effect of A's investing on a variable's value: l.e., ~Uo == 

UJ - uI?; ~dJ == d~ - df for J = A, B; and ~Wl == W{ - wf, The sign of the expression 

in (3) detenrunes A' s privately-optimal decision mIe regarding date-O investment: A invests 

immediately if ~Uo > O and delays if ~Uo < O. 

The efficiency of various property rights regimes will depend cmcially on whether A's 

privately-optimal investment mIe matches the socially-optimal mIe. Let WJ denote the max

imum date-O continuation social surplus conditional on f~ = 1 and WI? conditional on f~ = O. 

If f~ = 1, the maximum date-O continuation surplus is the sum of the date-O flow o: - Co and 

the date-l flow W{; i.e., WJ = o: - Co + W{. If f~ = O, there is no social surplus realized at 

date O; so wf = wf, Letting ~Wo == WJ - Wo
D

, we have 

(4) 

The socially-optimal mIe, therefore, is for A to invest immediately if ~ Wo > O and delay if 

~Wo < O. 

It can be seen by manipulating (3) and (4) that the gap between A's privately-optimal invest

ment incentives and the socially-optimal ones is given by 

(5) 

We have the following proposition: 

Proposition 1 (Efficiency of A 's Investment) 1f G > O (respectively, G < O), then equilibrium 
in volves weak overinvestment (underinvestment), and there exists (0:, co) E R~ such that over
investment (underinvestment) is strict. As I G I increases, the set of parameters (o:, co) E R~ 
for which investment is inefficient strictly grows. A 's date-O investment is socially optimal for 
ali (o:, Co) E R~ if and only if G = O. Consequently, investment is social/y optimal for ali 
(0:, Co) E R~ and for I'A in a nontrivial subinterval of (0,1) if and only if bodA = boW1 and 
bodB = O. 

The proofs of Proposition 1 and subsequent propositions are in Appendix A. The results in 
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Proposition I are intuitive. From (5), it can be seen that G equals the reduction in B's equilibrium 

surplus caused by A's ex ante investment, including the reduction in B's default payoff and the 

reduction in its share of the gains from successful bargaining. Investment incentives are excessive 

when G > O and inadequate when G < O. If G = O, then private and social incentives coincide, 

and investment is efficient. The last statement in the proposition gives necessary and sufficient 

conditions for the equilibrium to be efficient for all feasible values of a and CQ.12 It is clear the 

conditions are sufficient: substituting them in (5) implies G = O and, by an earlier statement in 

the proposition, that investment is efficient. The conditions are necessary since, if they do not 

hold, we can produce a non-zero value of G by varying I A in the nontrivial subinterval. 

2.3 Property-Rights Regimes 

Social welfare depends on the property-rights regime since the regime affects the default payoffs in 

the date-l bargaining game, which in tum affect the hargaining outcome, which in tum affects A's 

ex ante investment decision. Since property-rights regimes can differ in a number of dimensions, 

a rich set of altemative regimes is possible.13 

Our benchmark rights regimes give the holder an injunctive right to set the extemality level, e. 

We suppose that the court can unambiguously identify A as the first mover and B as the second 

mover14 and can allocate rights on the basis of the timing of moves. 15 FBR denotes the regime in 

which benchmark rights are given to the first mover, meaning that A has the right to set e. SBR 

12 Any (Q, co) E R~ is feasible. We focus on Q and Co since these are date-O variables, while G depends only on 
date-l variables. 

13Implicit in the discussion below is the fact that the rights regimes we specify have four dimensions: first 
vs. second mover, owner vs. investor, exc1usion vs. non-exc1usion, injunction vs. damages. Taking different 
combinations produces 24 = 16 different regimes (actually a continuum of different regimes can be produced by 
choosing different specifications for the damage rule). The subset of regimes we analyze will allow us to perfonn 
the comparative-statics exercise of changing the benchmark one dimension at a time. 

14This assumption holds if the court can verify the timing of parties' land purchases and if A must buy the land 
on which it will operate at date O or lose the opportunity forever (e.g., because another party acquires the land. 
makes large sunk investments, and eams a retum high enough to deter A's later purchase). This assumption also 
holds if the court can verify the date at which parties become aware of their investment opportunities. 

15This assumption rules out the case in which A remains inactive until B arrives in an attempt to gain rights 
allocated to the second mover, possibly leading to a war of attrition between A and B to see who obtains the rights. 
Such a war of attrition would generate an outcome even less efficient that the one derived below. Thus, our central 
result on the inefficiency of the standard property-rights allocations would still hold. The assumption limits the 
bifurcation of cases which we analyze. 
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is the second-party benchmark rights regime, defined analogously. A surnrnary description of 

FBR, SBR, and the other regimes presented below is contained in Table 1. Comparing FBR and 

SBR (or indeed any of the variants of first-party regimes be10w to its second-party counterpart) 

will allow us to assess the merits of the "coming to the nuisance" doctrine, the policy of granting 

property rights to the first mover, a policy which has had some support in the legal tradition. 

The benchmark regimes allocate property rights based on1y on the timing of ownership. An 

alternative is to require the potential rights holder (the party that would have obtained rights 

under an owner-rights regime) to make property-improving investments in order to maintain its 

rights; if the potential rights holder merely owns unimproved land, the rights go to the other 

party.16 We call this alternative investor rights (as distinct from owner rights embodied in the 

benchmark). F/R denotes the regime in which investor rights are given to the first mover. Under 

F/R A can set e in F/R if and only if et = 1; otherwise the right devolves to B. S/R is the 

second-party investor rights regime, defined analogously. As discussed in Section 3.6, there are 

several motives for studying investor rights. First, this regime has the intuitively appealing feature 

of preventing a party which has no bona fide interest in a location from affecting another party's 

operation. Second, the very nature of some applications may transform what the court intends to 

be an owner-rights regi~e into an investor-~ghts regime. 

Rights can cover more than just the externality leveI. The court may ais o assign the right 

to exclude the other party from the location entirely, called exc/usion rights (as distinct from 

the non-exc/usion rights embodied in the benchmark). Exclusion rights arise naturally if one 

party can buy all the land over which the externality extends or if one party obtains a covenant 

restricting the use of neighboring land. FER denotes the regime in which exclusion rights are 

given to the first mover, meaning that A has the power to set e and to require B not to locate in 

the area (formally, requiring ef = O). SER is the second-party exclusion rights regime, defined 

analogously. 

The benchmark regimes involve injunctive rights, the power to set the externality at whatever 

levei the holder chooses. The alternative traditionally studied in the law-and-economics literature 

is damage rights: a damage-rights regime forces the party that chooses the externality levei to 

16Note first that there is no ambiguity about the leveI of investment needed to have abona fide operation since 
it is a discrete decision. Note second that the court needs additional information to implement an investor-rights 
regime, inforrnation which may be impracticable to obtain in some cases. 
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compensate the rights holder for harm. For example, if a laundry holds injunctive rights over air 

quality, it can force a factory not to pollute. If the laundry holds damage rights, the factory is 

free to pollute but must pay the laundry for the harm caused by its pollutiony,18 FDR denotes 

the regime in which the first mover is allocated damage rights. There are a number of ways to 

formulate a damages regime; we adopt the most commonly-studied one, referred to as perfect 

expectation damages. This involves B's choosing e and paying A the difference between aA 

(A's surplus in its private optimum) and a(e) (A's surplus given the extemality leveI e chosen 

by B).19 SDR is the second-party damage rights regime, defined analogously. 

Table 2 lists parties' default payoffs induced by each of the four basic rights regimes condi

tional on f~ = 1 and f~ = 0, respectively. (The last row of the table, inc1uded for reference, will 

be discussed in Section 5.) We use r·l to denote the maximum operator and l·J to denote the 

rninimum operator; i.e., r Xl, ... , X n 1 == max{ Xl, ... , Xn} and lXI, .. . , XnJ == min{ Xl, ... , Xn}. 

The reader is referred to Appendix B for a derivation of the default payoffs in Table 2. 

3 Efficiency of Rights Regimes 

3.1 First Best 

Let Wo be the first-best levei of social welfare. Using our previous notation, Wo = rW ó, W fl = 

r o: - Co + W{, Wfl. Both W{ or W I
D can involve three sorts of outcomes: A's locating alone, 

A and B's locating together, or B's locating alone. Hence, W{ = raA - CI,S' - cI,bBl and 

W I
D = r aA , s' , bBl W { and W f only differ in that A' s investment cost is sunk at date O if 

f~ = 1, so it does not enter the expression for date-l flow surplus W {; whereas A' s investment 

cost is not sunk if f~ = 0, so CI appears in the terms in W I
D which require A to have invested 

17 A damage regime requires more verifiable information on the part of the court than an injunctive regime, 
including the rights-holder's actual surplus and its surplus in the counterfactual case where the extemality is set at 
its private optimum. The information requirement may be so great that it is impossible for the court to implement a 
damages regime. 

18Damages can be based on many forms of harm besides that stemming from the externality: a party may be 
harmed if it is excluded from a location or if other rights are exercised over it. 

19To best capture how damage regimes work in practice, we have implicitly specified FDR as an investor-rights 
rather than an owner-rights regime, implying that A has to have an bona fide operation on the land that can be 
harmed by B in order to collect damages aA 

- a(e). 
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in the location, namely a A - CI and s· - CI. To mIe out the trivial case in which it is optimal 

for neither party to locate in the area under consideration, we assume W[ > O and wf > 0.20 

Substituting, 

(6) 

Given the weak restrictions placed on parameters 0:, Co, aA , s .. bB , and CIo it is straightforward 

to see that any of the six outcomes embedded in (6) can be the frrst best. Consider the first term, 

o: - Co + aA . This is the payoff if A invests immediately, and is alone at the location. The second 

term is the maximum payoff from immediate investment and joint location. The third term is 

the payoff from immediate investment by A at date O and withdrawal of the investment and sole 

location by B at date 1. The fourth term, aA 
- CI, is delayed investment and sole location by A 

at date I, the fifth is delayed investment and joint location at date I, and the final payoff bB is 

delayed investment and sole location by B at date 1. 

3.2 Ranking Theorem 

One of our key results is the ranking all of the eight standard regimes in terms of the social' 

welfare each induces in equilibrium. If equilibrium under rights regime X is at least as efficient 

as under Y for all parameters, and for each IA E (0,1) there exist feasible values of the other 

parameters such that equilibrium under X is strictly more efficient, then we write X >- Y. That 

is, a social planner would prefer X to Y from an ex ante perspective if all cases are in the 

support of the planner's prior distribution. The definition of>- ensures that our ranking results 

do not depend on a particular distribution of bargaining power. If equilibrium under X is equally 

efficient as under Y for all feasible parameters, we write X rv Y. That is, a social planner would 

be indifferent between the two regimes. In Proposition 2, the notation 1ST denotes the first-best 

regIme. 

Proposition 2 (Ranking of Rights Regimes) ifWo = o: - Co + W[. then 

1 ST '" FBR '" FER rv FDR '" F/R >- SDR >- S/R >- SBR >- SER. (7) 

20If W { < O for example, the extemality problem is trivially solved by having the parties locate in remote areas. 
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1ST,,-, FBR "-' FER "-' FDR "-' FIR ~ SDR ~ SIR ~ SBR ~ SER. (8) 

JfWo = bB , then 

1ST ~ SDR ~ SIR ~ SBR ~ SER ~ FBR ~ FER ~ FDR ~ FIR. (9) 

If the parameters are such that A invests immediately at date O in the first best (i.e., if 

W o = Q - Co + W{), ali four first-party rights regimes FBR, FER, FIR, and FDR are efficient, 

while the second-party regimes SBR, SER, SIR, and SDR are ali inefficient in at least some cases. 

(Indeed, for ali TA, there exist cases in which these second-party regimes are inefficient.) The 

first-party regimes provide A with adequate incentives to choose f~ optimally; the second-party 

regimes lead to underinvestment. This set of results is in line with the intuition from Grossman 

and Hart (1986) and Hart and Moore (1990) (GHM) that granting an investing party stronger 

rights ameliorates the hold-up problem, thus leading to an improvement in investment incentives 

and an increase in welfare. 

On the other hand, if the parameters are such that A should not invest in either dates O or 1 

(i.e., if W o = bB ), ali four second-party regimes are efficient, while ali four first-party regimes 

are inefficient in at least some cases. This set of results runs counter to GHM's idea that the 

investing party should be protected with strong rights. The reason for the discrepancy is that 

investment only generates positive extemalities in GHM's 'model of the firm, so there is no over

investment problem, only underinvestment. Here, by contrast, investment may generate negative 

extemalities-indeed, this is the essence of the problem of social harm-so overinvestment is 

possible. The first-party regimes are inefficient precisely because they can lead to overinvestment, 

with A choosing f~ = 1 rather than f~ = O (the efficient value when W o = bB ). 

In sum, the proposition shows that the alIocation of property rights has real effects on social 

welfare in equilibrium. None of the eight standard rights regimes we have so far considered 

is efficient in alI cases. Within any given class of regime (benchmark rights, investor rights, 

exclusion rights, damage rights), the first-party version sometimes dominates, and sometimes is 

dominated by, the second-party version. Our results therefore provide only limited support for 

the "coming to the nuisance" doctrine, a doctrine which allocates rights to the first mover even 

if it is the generator of the extemality on the grounds that the second mover could have taken 
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the extemality into account befor~ it moved, a doctrine which has been adopted by the courts in 

deciding a large nurnber of cases.21 True, this doctrine can protect the first mover's investrnent 

from hold-up, but it may induce the first mover to invest excessively. 

In view of Proposition 1, to prove there is weak overinvestrnent with the first-party regimes 

FBR, FER, F/R, and FDR, one need only prove the efficiency gap G is non-negative for all 

TA E (0,1); to prove there is weak underinvestrnent with the second-party regimes SBR, SER, S/R, 

and SDR, one need only prove G· O for. alI TA E (0,1). (One can further prove that investment is 

strictly inefficient in some cases by showing that the preceding inequalities involving G are strict 

for some parameters. )22 To derive some intuition for Proposition 1, recall that G is equivalent to 

the reduction in B's equilibrium surplus caused by A's date-O investment. It tums out that A's 

date-O investrnent weakly reduces B's equilibrium surplus if A has the property rights, implying 

there is weak overinvestrnent. On the other hand, A's date-O investment weakly increases B's 

equilibrium surplus if B has the property rights, implying there is weak underinvestment. 

It is clear that A' s date-O investment should not harrn B if B has property rights: B is fulIy 

protected from hold up; if anything, B's surplus may rise since it may be able to extract a share 

of A's investrnent-cost savings (A can remain in the date-l market without paying Cl ifit invested 

at date O). It is less clear why A's date-O investrnent may harrn B when A has property rights. 

Rearranging the expression for the efficiency gap G in (5) slightly, we have 

It folIows that G 2:: O for alI TA E (O, 1) if and only if two conditions hold: tld B' O and 

tldA 2:: tlW1· Intuitively, it must be the case that A's date-O investrnent weakly decreases B's 

default payoff(reflected in the condition tldB · O) and increases A's default payoffweakly more 

21 For example, the concurring appellate opinion in Krueger v. Mitchell, 332 N.W.2d 733 (Wis. 1983), noted 
that it was the plaintiff who located near the defendant (an airport whose overflights impaired the operation of 
the plaintiffs lawn-and-garden store); and thus the jury instructions by the trial judge ruling out a "coming to the 
nuisance" defense were in error. See also the cases cited in Keeton, el aI. (1984): McCarty v. Natural Carbonic 
Gas Co., 189 N.Y. 40,81 N.E. 549 (1907); Peck v. Newburgh Light, Heat & Power Co., 132 App. Div. 82.116 
N.Y.S. 433 (1909); Staton v. Atlantic Coast Line Railroad, 147 N.C. 428, 61 S.E. 455,17 LRA (N.S.) 149 (1908); 
Dill v. Excel Packing Co., 183 Kan. 513, 331 P.2d 539 (1958). 

22In a model of complete contracts and asymmetric information, Neeman (1999) finds that a polluting firm 
overinvests if it has property rights and underinvests if victims have property rights. His result is due to a free-rider 
problem among victims, which hinders truthful reveJation of their private harm. 
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than it increases social surplus (reflected in the condition b.dA ~ b. W I ). 

We will separately argue that both conditions hold when A has property rights. With the 

first-party regimes, Table 2 shows that A's date-O investment either has no effect on dB (the case 

with FBR and FER since A controls the property rights whether or not it invests) or reduces dB 

(the case with F/R and FDR since investment allows A to wrest the rights away from B). Hence 

b.dB · O when A has property rights. 

To prove b.dA ~ b. W I when A has property rights, note the terms b.dA and b. WI both 

measure the date-l benefit of A's date-O investment-b.dA measuring the increase in A's payoff 

when bargaining breaks down, b. W I the increase in the joint payoff of A and B when bargaining 

is successful. The date-l benefit of A's date-O investment is that A can remain in the market 

without having to expend CI. Given A has property rights, this benefit is realized more often if 

bargaining breaks down than if bargaining is successful: successful bargaining sometimes results 

in A's being compensated to leave the market at date 1 (in which case no date-l benefit to date-O 

investment is realized) though A would choose to stay in the market if bargaining were to break 

down and it did not receive compensation for leaving. 

3.3 Necessary Conditions for the Coase Theorem 

In this section, we analyze in more depth the relationship between our results and the Coase 

Theorem. To avoid confusion about semantic issues, we formalize the Coase Theorem in two 

ways. The Weak Coase Theorem states that, if bargaining over all choice variables is efficient, 

then the first best will be attained in equilibrium regardless of the allocation of property rights. 

The Strong Coase Theorem states that, if bargaining over ex post choice variables is efficient, then 

the first best will be attained in equilibrium regardless of the allocation of property rights. The 

two differ in that only a subset of the variables are subject to efficient bargaining in the Strong 

Coase Theorem. Proposition 2 does not contradict the Weak Coase Theorem. The assumption of 

ex ante anonymity implies that f~ is not subject to efficient bargaining, so the conditions in the 

antecedent of the Weak Coase Theorem are not met in our model. 

Proposition 2 implies that the Strong Coase Theorem is not generally true. The inability 

to bargain over f~ due to ex ante anonymity can be regarded as a transaction cost. A natural 

question is whether there are any cases in which the Strong Coase Theorem holds despite this 
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transaction cost. 

Proposition 3 The first best is obtained in equilibrium under any of the rights regimes consid
ered (FER, SER, FIR, SIR, FER, SER, FDR, SDR) if Wo = r aA - CI, s* - CIl or if Q > Co. 

The condition Wo = r aA 
- CI, s* - CIl implies €~ = o in the first best. The second-party regimes 

must be efficient since they lead to weakly less investment than in the first best; there remains 

the possibility that the frrst-party regimes lead to overinvestment. Since the efficiency gap G is 

zero if Wo = r aA - CI, s* - CI1, the first-party regimes in fact do not lead to overinvestment. 

Suppose Wo > r aA - CI, s* - CIl but that Q > Co. Then Wo = Q - Co + W{, implying 

€~ = 1 in the first best. The first-party regimes must be efficient since they lead to weakly more 

investment than in the first best; there remains the possibility that the second-party regimes lead 

to underinvestment. A has an incentive to invest at date O even under the second-party regimes. 

lnvesting (weakly) increases A's default payoff since A can operate at date-O without having to 

pay CI. This helps A to gain more surplus in date-l bargaining, a strategic benefit of date-O 

investment. The only cost of date-O investment, Co, is outweighed by the date-O flow benefit Q. 

3.4 Covenants and Land Ownership 

Exclusion rights allow the holder to keep the other party out of the general location in which an 

externality would otherwise have been caused. Exclusion righ15 can be obtained either through 

land purchase or through covenants. For example, a factory may buy all the land in a given 

radius around its plant and refuse to allow laundries to trespass on its property. Alternatively, 

the factory may negotiate with neighboring landowners to have covenants placed on their 1015 

restricting them and future owners from operating laundries. The two means of obtaining an 

exclusion right are clearly related, the difference being that the party obtains a whole bundle of 

rights with land purchase, one of which happens to be the right to exclude others, whereas a 

covenant can be narrowly designed to provide only the right to exclude certain operations. 

For concreteness, in the subsequent discussion we will speak of obtaining exclusion rights 

through concentrated ownership--i.e., one party purchases all the land on which an externality 

could be caused-though covenants could serve as well. We will refer to the case in which the 

land is divided among several owners as dispersed ownership. As discussed in the lntroduction, 
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the propositions that (a) concentrated ownership is superior to dispersed ownership and (b) that 

it can achieve the first best have taken on the status of conventional wisdom. The conventional 

wisdom is incorrect on both points, however, as shown in Proposition 2. RecalI that the exclusion

rights regime FER encompasses concentrated ownership and note that FBR is the benchmark 

(involving non-excIusion rights) regime, which encompasses dispersed ownership. From the 

ranking theorem, we see that concentrated ownership (FER) is no better than dispersed ownership 

(FBR). Among second-party regimes the case for concentrated ownership is even weaker: SER 

is dorninated by alI the others in terms of social welfare. It is also cIear from the proposition that 

both FER and SER are inefficient in some cases. 

What is the intuition behind the conventional wisdom that concentrated ownership is superior 

to dispersed ownership, and where does the intuition fail? Suppose A is a factory operating on one 

lot but owns a number of nearby falIow lots which it intends to selI to other users, say laundries. 

The intuition is that the expected price of land the factory intends to selI to the laundries falIs 

as the extemality which is generated by the factory's ex ante investments becomes more severe. 

The factory effectively intemalizes the extemality through the land price. It tums out that the 

intuition is valid if the factory owner is assumed to have alI the bargaining power in negotiations 

with the laundries over the sale of the land (equivalent to assuming IA = 1 in our notation.) .. . 

Then, indeed, concentrated ownership leads to the first best.23 FER is not special in this regard, 

however; with FBR, and in fact alI the second-party regimes SER, SBR, S/R, and SDR, the first 

best is always obtained for IA = 1. The intuition fails when the factory has any less than 100 

percent of the bargaining power, since then it does not fulIy intemalize the extemality through 

land prices. 

In the context of our model, in which bargaining plays such an important role, what should 

surprise the reader is not that FER 'I- FBR but that FBR 'I- FER. After alI, the problem with 

first-party regimes is one of overinvestment. Given that FBR is a weaker regime than FER

weaker in the sense that A eams less surplus with FBR than with FER-one might expect that 

FBR better rnitigates the overinvestment problem. However, it is bo.uo, the difference between 

two surpluses, not the leveI U Ó on which A' s investment decision rests. Though U t is higher 

23This can be seen fonnaIly by computing the efficiency gap G for the FER case after substituting "'YA = 1 and 
"'Y B = O, and noting that G = O. 
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with FER than with FBR, UI? is also higher with FER by the exact amount so that the difference 

!:l.uo == Uó - UI? is the same under FER and FBR. 24 

The comparison of FER and FBR illustrates the more general point that there is a non

monotonic relationship between the strength of A's rights (measured by surplus levei Uó) and 

A 's incentive to invest (measured relative to the social optimum by G = l:l.Uo - l:l. Wo, an 

increasing function of the surplus difJerence l:l.Uo). Consider Figure 2, which arrays the eight 

standard rights regimes according to the implied strength of A's rights. For points above the 

horizontal axis, G > O; and thus there is overinvestment; for points below the horizontal axis, 

G < O; and thus there is underinvestment. While FER is stronger than FBR, they are of equal 

height above the axis and thus involve an equal incidence of overinvestment. 

3.5 Injunctions Vs. Damages 

Arguably the most influential paper in law and econornics, aside from Coase (1960), is Calabresi 

and Me1amud (1972). One of their basic contributions was to compare the efficiency of injunc

tions and damages (in their terms property and liability ru1es) under various assumptions about 

the levei of transactions costs. They argue that injunctions dominate damanges when transactions 

costs are low since damages require measurement, whereas injunctions simply require enforce

ment. They argue that damages dorninate injunctions when transactions costs are high since, with 

limited scope to bargain, the on1y way for parties to intemalize the extema1ity is for there to be 

some monetary penalty associated with it. 

Our resu1ts add a new distinction between injunctions and damages that is absent from the 

large 1aw-and-economics literature on this topic: the two rights regimes have different effects on 

the first party's ex ante investment incentives. There are two ways to perform the comparison 

between injunctions and damages. The first way fixes the identity of the party that can choose 

the extemality levei, say A, and asks whether it is better to have A pay damages to B or not. 

FBR corresponds to the injunctive regime in which A sets e and does not need to pay damages 

24The welfare equivalence of FER and FBR should not be overemphasized. In calculations available from the 
authors, we adopted the alternative form of Nash bargaining from Binmore, Rubinstein, and Wolinsky (1986). 
With this alterna tive involving a time cost of delay rather than an exogenous probability of breakdown, we show 
FBR ~ FER in some cases. 
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to B; SDR to the damages regime in which A sets the externality levei but must pay damages. 

According to Proposition 2, if Wo = Q: - Co + W {, then FBR ~ SDR. That is, despite the presence 

of transactions costs at date O, the injunctive regime is preferred. The now familiar explanation 

for this result is that A's ex ante investment incentives are too low with SDR. On the other 

hand, if Wo = bB , then the damages regime SDR is preferred. (One could similarIy perfonn 

the comparison between SBR and FDR and show that SDR ~ FBR when overinvestment is the 

chief concern and vice versa when underinvestment is the chief concern.) Our results are another 

manifestation of the conclusion that first-party rights lead to overinvestment, and second-party 

rights lead to underinvestment. For a given social optimum, the timing ofparties' arrivals matters 

more than the type of remedy. 

A second way to compare injunctions and damages is to fix the identity of the rights holder 

and ask whether it is better for it to have an injunctive or a damage right. This amounts to a 

comparison between FBR and FDR if A is the rights holder or between SBR and SDR if B is the 

rights holder. In either case, the damages regime can be considered weaker than the injunctive 

regime, because in the latter case there is no penalty for the externai effect at alI. It might 

be conjectured that the weaker damage right will mitigate overinvestment in the case of first

party regimes, and mitigate underinvestment in the case of second-party regimes, thus dominating 

the benchmark injunctive-rights regimes. However, as discussed in the previous section and as 

shown in Figure 2, the relationship between strength of a rights regime and investment incentives 

is non-monotonic. Among second-party regimes, SDR does indeed dominate the benchmark SBR. 

Among first-party regimes, FDR is dominated by the benchmark FBR. 25 Again, we do not have 

clear support for either injunctions or damages. 

3.6 Investor Versus Owner Rights 

It is often a condition of receiving rights that a party have an established interest in the property 

rather than simply owning an umimproved lot. For example, the Homestead Act of 1862 required 

the construction of a house and other improvements to gain rights to a parcel (see Cooter and 

25FBR ~ FDR since there is more overinvestment with FDR. Intuition for this result is similar to the intuition 
behind FBR ~ FIR (see Section 3.6). The intution is similar because both F/R and FDR involve investor rather 
than owner rights (see footnote 19. 
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Ulen (1996, p. 113) for a discussion). In our terrns, this type of requirement is what differ

entiates an investor-rights regime (such as FIR and SIR) from an owner-rights regime (such as 

the benchmarks FBR and SBR). An intuitively appealing feature of investor-rights regimes is 

that they may deter speculation by parties without abona fide interest in the area, whose only 

purpose is to expropriate surplus from productive enterprises. For instance, consider a variant 

of the factory/laundry example in which the laundry is granted investor rights. This forces the 

laundry to construct a facility if it is to claim the right to restrict a factory's pollution; if the 

laundry simply owns an open field, the factory is allowed to pollute at will. It would seem to be 

efficient to allow the factory to produce freely when its production exerts no negative extemality 

on the laundry's (non-existent) facility. 

Since investor rights place an additional requirement for a party to obtain them, they represent 

a weaker regime for the holder than owner rights. As we have seen, the fact that investor rights 

is weaker does not guarantee that investor rights dominate owner rights. In fact, investor rights 

are sometimes dominated by owner rights. While SIR dominates SBR, FBR dominates FIR. FBR 

dominates FIR because the overinvestment problem is more severe with FIR. Under FIR, A 

is able to wrest property rights from B by investing, thus reducing B's default payoff. This 

reduction in B's default payoff gives A the additional investment incentive. 

A second reason for studying investor rights is that the nature of some applications may 

transforrn what the court intends to be an owner-rights regime into an investor-rights regime. To 

see this, consider an example in which the factory is granted an injunctive right over air quality. 

The court may specify that that the factory has owner rights; i.e., it has the right to pollute at 

will regardless of whether it has constructed a facility. In practice, however, the factory may only 

be able to harrn the laundry if it actually builds a facility that emits pollution, not if it simply 

owns an open field. Thus, even if the court-intended (de jure) regime involves owner rights, the 

operational (de facto) regime may involve investor rights. This issue is discussed further in the 

next section. 

3.7 Identity of the Generator 

Coase (1960) emphasized the reciprocal nature of extemalities: while it is true that a factory can 

harm a laundry by emitting pollution, it is also true that the laundry can harrn the factory by 
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enjoining it not to pollute. According to this line of argument, the terms "generator" and "victim" 

are not econornically meaningful. In this subsection, we show that the identities of the generator 

and victim indeed have econornic meaning: in particular, the relative efficiency of various rights 

regimes can depend on whether or not the first mover is also the generator of the extemality. 

All that is required for this result is the additional assumption that the generator of the 

extemality needs to invest in order for it to create a non-trivial extemality; if it does not invest, 

it does not operate, and the extemality le:vel is the natural levei, e = O, which is also the victim's 

preferred extemality. Since the extemality leveI preferred by the victim is the same as the natural 

leveI, it does not need to make an additional investment to enforce its injunctive right. For 

example, suppose the factory is the first to move and suppose the legal regime is FBR. While the 

factory may wish to threaten the laundry with polluted air in order to extract a large payment in 

negotiations, it cannot simply decree the air be polluted; it must actively pollute the air, an action 

requiring sufficient investment to build the polluting facility. On the other hand, it is possible 

in theory erstwhile laundry can ask the court to enjoin the factory's pollution even if it is not a 

bona fide operation. 

Formally, we will consider adding the following assumption to the basic model: 

Assumption 1 A party can only generate e > O if it makes the discrete investment necessary 
for bona jide operation. 

There are situations in which Assumption I need not be true: for example, the factory may not 

need to build a full-blown plant to harm a laundry; it may only need to bum trash it finds on its 

property, producing a noxious smoke damaging to the laundry's operation, at very little expense 

to itself. More generally, a party might be able to generate e > O at lower investment leveIs 

than the discrete investment needed for bona fide operation, but the qualitative results will be 

unchanged as long as a positive investment leveI is necessary. Assumption 1 does not change the 

fact that the extemality has a reciprocal nature; what it does is highlight the potential asymmetry 

between generator and victim: the generator has to invest to harm the victim; the victim can 

harm the generator without investing. 

Under Assumption 1, the de facto rights regime may not correspond to the de jure regime. In 

the example from the previous paragraph, the de jure regime is FBR, ostensibly giving the factory 

an injunctive right simply if it owns the land. The de facto rights regime is F/R: the factory's 
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threat to pollute is credible only if investing and operation would be a profitable undertaking in 

the default. The following proposition is immediate: 

Proposition 4 Suppose Assumption 1 holds and that A is the generator. Then the de jure regime 
under FIR is the same as the de facto regime. The same is true for SBR and SIR. 1f the de jure 
regime is FBR, however, the de facto regime is FIR. Suppose B is the generator. Then the de 
jure legal regime under FBR is the same as the de facto regime. The same is true for FIR and 
SIR. 1f the de jure regime is SBR, however, the de facto regime is SIR. 

To understand the proposition, if a generator happens to have owner rights de jure, de facto it 

will have investor rights. On the other hand, a victim's de facto rights are the same as its de jure 

rights. Since it is the de facto and not the de jure regime that matters for equilibrium, and these 

may differ, the identity of the generator may indeed matter for efficiency. 

This point can be seen more concretely. By Proposition 4, if A is the victim, then de jure 

regimes FBR, FDR, and F/R are also the defacto regimes. By Proposition 2, FBR i- FDR i- F/R, 

so the court would be advised to adopt FBR in favor of FDR. If A is the generator, then de jure 

FBR is de facto FIR, which is dominated by FDR. The court would be advised to adopt FDR 

in favor of FBR. Putting these facts together, a mIe conditioned on the identity of the generator, 

namely "give A damage rights (FDR) if it is a generator and injunctive rights (FBR) if it is a 

victim," would dominate either unconditional mIe FBR or FDR. 26 

4 Endogenous Verifiability of Investment 

The literature on incomplete contracts often assumes that certain variables are non-verifiable for 

exogenous reasons. We can construct an example in which verifiability is endogenized. In the 

example, A is allowed to transform a non-verifiable variable into a verifiable one without any 

loss of social surplus. Yet A chooses to keep the variable non-verifiable in order to extract more 

rent from B. 

The example involves the following assumption on the parameters: 27 

26Interestingly, similar reasoning does not hold for second-party rights. Since S/R dominates SBR, the court need 
not worry that the de jure regime it intends is an inferior regime de facto. 

27It can be verified that Assumption 2 defines a non-empty set of parameters. 
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Assumption 2 implies Wo = bB , so that there is no social gain from date-O investment in equilib

rium. Even stronger, Assumption 2 implies that there is no social gain from date-O investment in 

any off-equilibrium-path subgame either. To see this, note that in any subgame involving ft = 1, 

A's immediate investment involves date-O flow surplus a - Co, but this is equal to the avoided 

date-l investment cost Cl under Assumption 2; so immediate investment would have no effect on 

social surplus. In any subgame involving ft = 0, date-O investment involves a loss of surplus 

(a - Co, which is negative under Assumption 2) relative to delaying investment. 

A can choose to invest at date 0, in which case its investment is not subject to efficient 

bargaining with B because of ex ante anonymity. A can choose to delay investment until date 1, 

in which case its investment would be subject to efficient bargaining, along with ff and e. In 

this sense, A can choose to make its investment f A verifiable (by delaying) or not (by investing 

immediately at date O). The previous paragraph showed that there is no social gain from keeping 

f A non-verifiable. Even so, there exists a rights regime in which A decides to invest at date O 

rather than waiting until investment is verifiable. 

Proposition 5 Suppose Assumption 2 holds. In equilibrium under FIR, f~ = 1. 

If A delays investment until it is verifiable, it obtains nothing in the date-l negotiations with 

B. Since FIR is an investor-rights regime, A can only threaten to claim its rights in the default 

outcome if it is a credible investor. But aA 
- Cl < 0, so A is not a credible investor. If A 

invests at date 0, it becomes a credible investor since the investment decision is sunk. Thus it 

can credibly claim its rights in the default outcome, allowing it to extract positive surplus from B 

in date-l negotiations. In particular, it can be shown that A eams 'BaA +,)'AbB in its negotiations 

with B, greater than the net cost of immediate investment a - Co· 

It is crucial that the rights regime specified in Proposition 5 is FIR. Under the other regimes 

(FBR, FER, FDR), it can be shown that A does not sink investment at date O if there is no social 

benefit from so doing. If A is the generator according to the definition in Section 3.7, however, 

we saw a de jure FBR regime is de facto a FIR regime; so endogenous verifiability can be an 

issue with the benchmark rights regime as well. 
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5 First-Best Policies 

Proposition 2 indicates that none of the eight basic rights regimes studied so far is efficient in all 

cases. This begs the question of whether there exists any policy that always produces the first 

best. The question is approached in two ways. First, we construct an optimal mechanism that 

produces the first best in all cases. Second, we find a rights regime that also generates the frrst 

best in all cases. Throughout the discussion, we provi de assessments of the relative merits of the 

mechanism and the rights regime. 

5.1 Optimal Mechanism 

Proposition 6 provides a mechanism that produces the first best for all feasible parameters.28 The 

mechanism only requires a mínimal amount of information be verifiable: announcements by the 

parties, the externality e, and transfers between A and B. The court must be able to verify e 

and transfers between the parties in any event: it must do so simply to enforce basic contracts 

between A and B that arise from ex post bargaining between them; if such basic contracts were 

not enforceable, ex post bargaining would not be efficient, contrary to the maintained assumptions. 

Proposition 6 Suppose lhe court institutes the mechanism in Figure 3. In any subgame perfect 
equilibrium, A 's surplus is W o - rbB , 01, B 's surplus is rbB , 01. and the first best is attained. 

The mechanism in Figure 3 allows A to choose €~ freely and then to announce a transfer 

and an externality leveI. A's announcement is disciplined by the fact that B can reject A's 

announcement and unilaterally set the externality leveI. Effectively, the mechanism creates an 

institution that gives all the bargaining power to A. A internalizes social surplus fully and so 

makes the socially-efficient decisions at each stage in the mechanism (and, with the offer to B 

implicit in its announcement, A induces B to make efficient decisions as well). 

Though the mechanism requires minimal information on the part of the court, one drawback is 

that the court must admínister the mechanism along the equilibrium path. In particular, the court 

28The use of subgame-perfect implementation in incomplete-contracting models is a topic of current debate. 
See Maskin and Tirole (forthcoming) and the reply by Hart and Moore (1998). The literature on the design of 
announcement mechanisms in the presence of the holdup problem includes Rogerson (1992); Herrnalin and Katz 
(1993); Konakayama, Mitsui, and Shinichi (1986); and the papers cited in the introduction. 
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must record A's announcements e and t for all extemality problems that arise in the economy. 

If it is costly to record this announcements or othetwise administer the mechanism, the court may 

prefer a regime that only requires it to intervene out of equilibrium, say when ex post bargaining 

breaks down. As long as out-of-equilibrium intervention is credible, such a regime could be 

substantially less costly. We investigate such a rights regime in the next subsection. 

5.2 Optimal Rights Regime 

The first best can be obtained for all feasible parameters with the rights regime given in the last 

row of Table 1, SOR. 29 As with SDR, with SOR A still has the option to set e and pay the 

harm caused to B, bB - b( e). In addition, SOR allows A the option to exclude B entirely. If 

A excludes B, it must pay for the damages caused by this exclusion, equal to fbB ) 01 (what B 

could eam if it entered and the extemality were set at eB ). 

Proposition 7 For ali feasible parameters, SOR '" 1ST 

The substance of the proof verifies that SOR leads to the default payoffs given in the last 

row of Table 2. Given these default payoffs, it is immediate that the efficiency gap G is zero. 

Proposition 1 then implies that SOR '" 1 sr. In graphical terms, the proof establishes that the 

point corresponding to SOR in Figure 2 lies directly on the. horizontal axis, meaning that their is 

neither over- nor underinvestment. 

SOR tums out to be most closely related to FER, and a comparison of the two regimes 

highlights why SOR is efficient while FER is not. Both FER and SOR allow A to control alI 

relevant choice variables f~, ft, ff, and e. The difference between the regimes is that the damage 

payment with SOR forces A to intemalize the effect of its choices on B. A therefore makes the 

efficient date-O investment decision. There is no damage payment in FER, implying that A's 

does not intemalize B's welfare and thus chooses f~ inefficiently in some cases. 

A drawback of the rights regime SOR relative to the optimal mechanism from Section 5.1 is 

that, out of equilibrium, SOR requires a great deal of information on the part ofthe court, perhaps 

a prohibitive amount in some cases. This was true for the standard damage regimes FDR and 

29The "O" in the acronym SOR stands for "optimal." In our framework with two choices for each of four 
dimensions, SOR can be categorized as a second-owner-exc1usion-damages rights regime. 
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SDR, but the problem is more severe here since the court has to compute damages when a party 

is excluded. In the event that bargaining between A and B breaks down, A excludes B, and B 

sues for damages, the court would need to verify bB . Given B has never actualIy operated, the 

court's detennination of bB would be highly speculative. 

6 Conclusion 

Starting with a standard madel of externalities, we relaxed the assumption that alI variables are 

contractible. In particular, we adopted the assumption of ex ante anonymity, where one party 

must make an investment decision before it knows the identity of the other. This simple departure 

from the standard model enabled a novel analysis of problems of social harm in the presence 

of contractual incompleteness, leading to a rich set of results, some of which run counter to 

conventional wisdom in the literature. We showed that first-party property rights (equivalent to a 

"coming to the nuisance" rule) may lead to overinvestment and may be dominated by second-party 

property rights. This is contrary to the standard result in the incomplete-contracting literature that 

rights should always be alIocated to lhe party that makes the non-contractible specific investment. 

Contrary to conventional'wisdom that having a single landowner will solve the problem of social· 

harm, we showed that standard exclusion rights conveyed by land ownership or covenants not 

only fail to solve the problem of social harm, but may indeed exacerbate it. Contrary to Calabresi 

and Melamud' s (1972) welI-known rule that damages are better than injunctions in the presence 

of transactions costs, we showed the reverse may also be true. Contrary to the notion that~ue 

to the reciprocal nature of the externality problem-the identity of "generator" and "victim" are 

irrelevant, we demonstrated a case in which social welfare can be improved by conditioning the 

rights alIocation on the identity of the generator. 

We constructed a mechanism, and found a rights regime, that both attain the first best in alI 

cases. Both are simple enough to have some prospect of being implementable in practice. How

ever, we noted possible obstacles to implementing these first-best policies in certain situations. 

We provided an example in which A keeps its investment non-contractible even though it 

could choose to wait until investment is contractible without any social loss-indeed there would 

be a social benefit. A does so to gain a bargaining advantage. If A waits until the investment 
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can be part of a contract, investment is not credible; to be credible, investment must be sunk 

prior to contracting, when by definition it is non-contractible. The example illustrates the general 

point that contracts are inherently incomplete any time there is a private cost to making variables 

contractible: the private cost itself is a primitive, non-contractible variable. 

Our model is general in most respects-we make few functional form assumptions-but is 

stylized in one important respect-investment is a zero-one decision. Given that the results 

summarized above concem the demonstration of cases (i.e., we demonstrate cases in which one 

regime dominates another and cases in which the reverse holds), we do not view the discrete 

investment assumption as critically impairing the generality of our conc1usions. 

The present paper does not exhaust the applications of our analysis. For example, a pervasive 

problem with oil drilling is that firms compete for migratory oil in underground reservoirs. The 

common law "mIe of capture" dictates that in order to obtain property rights over oil, it must first 

be extracted, analogous to F/R in our setup. An altemative solution to this problem, recognized 

since the 1930s, is unitization, where the first party owns the reservior and licenses production 

rights to other drillers, analogous to FER in our setup.30 Our result that FER weakly dominates 

F/R lends formal support to unitization as a solution to the common-pool problem. Attention 

need not be restricted to the nine rights regimes we have considered. Other rights regimes might 

be important in specific applications; the simple mIe for judging the efficiency of a rights regime 

provided by Proposition I would be a useful tool in such applications. Indeed, attention need not 

even be restricted to negative extemalities generated by neighboring facilities such as factories 

and laundries. The investments that each party makes can be interpreted much more broadly 

than simply location. For example, investments in research and development by one company 

can be atfected by the outcomes of related investments by a future company. Suppose a company 

invests in developing a dmg. A second firm, incorporated after the first's investment, develops a 

substitute that reduces the profitability of the first dmg. Our analysis predicts the ways in which 

ditferent property rights (inc1uding patents and more complex mIes) will atfect the investment 

decisions of these companies. 

30 See Libecap (1989, p. 93) for a discussion of the cornrnon-pool problem and unitization. 
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Appendix A: Proofs 

For brevity, we introduce the operators ~dA (.), ~dB('), e~(·), and G(·) in the appendix to 
indicate the dependence of the variable on the underlying regime. For example, ~dA(FBR) 
equals the value of ~dA in the FBR regime, etc. A series of lemmas is used in the proofs of the 
propositions. 

LemmaA Letx,y,zERwithy,z?O. Then fx,yl- fx-z,yl = flx-y,zJ,Ol 

Proof. 

{ 

z if x - y ? z 

fx,yl-fx-z,yl = x-y ifx-yE(O,z) ° if x - y. ° 
= flx-y,zJ,Ol 

where the three cases in the first line are exhaustive if y, z ? O. Q.E.D. 

Proof. Substituting aA
, 0, CI for x, y, z, respectively, in the statement of Lemma A implies 

faA,Ol- fa A - cI,Ol = flaA,cd,Ol Substituting faA,s*l, fbB,Ol, CI for x,y,z, respectively, 
in the statement of Lemma A implies 

~WI ffaA,s*l, fbB,Oll- ffaA,s*l- CI, fbB,Oll 

= f l f aA
, sOl - fb B

, 01, cIJ , Ol 

Substituting s· - bB , O, CI, for x, y, z in the statement of Lemma A implies f s· - bB , 01 -
f s· - bB - CI, 01 = f l s* - bB

, cIJ , Ol The first inequality in the statement of the lemma 
thus holds if aA ? f aA, sol - fbB, 01. But s· = a· + b*· aA + bB implies aA ? s" - bB, 
in tum implying aA ? faA,s" - bBl ? fa A - fbB,Ol,s" - fbB,Oll = faA,s"l - fbB,Ol 
The second inequality in the statement of the lemma holds if f aA ,s*l - fbB, 01 ? s· - bB. 
There are two cases to consider in verifying this inequality. First suppose bB < O. Then 
f aA, s·l - fbB, 01 ? aA ? s" - bB, where aA ? s· - bB was shown above. Second, suppose 
bB > o. Then f aA, s·l - fbB, 01 = f aA, sol - bB ? s· - bB. Q.E.D. 

Lemma C JfWo = WI
D , then a - Co + ~WI' O and e~(lST) = o. JfWo = a - Co + W(, then 

a - Co + ~WI ? O and e~(1sT) = 1. 

Proof. If Wo = wf, then a - Co + W (. Wo = WI
D

. A does not invest at date O in the first 
best. If Wo = a - Co + W (, then WI

D . Wo = a - Co + W (. A invests immediately in the first 
best. Q.E.D. 
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Lemma D If Wo = f aA - CI, s* - cIl, then Co - a 2': CI and aA 2': CI· 

Proof. Assume Wo = f aA - CI, s* - cIl. Then f aA, s*l - CI = Wo 2': a - Co + r aA, s*l, implying 
Co-a2':cI. Further, raA-cI,s*-cIl =wt2': rbB,Ol,implyingO· faA-cl-fbB,Ol,s*
CI - rbB,Oll· fa A - CI,a* - cIl· aA - CI. Q.E.D. 

Proof. Suppose bB < o. The maintained assumption W ( > ° implies w( = r aA
, s*1- But 

s* = a* + b*· aA + bB < aA. Thus aA = r aA , s*l = W (. The maintained assumption wt > ° 
implies wt = r aA - CI, s* - cIl, in tum implying wt = aA 

- CI since, as was just shown, 
s* < aA. Finally, ° < vFI

D = aA - CI implies aA > CI. Q.E.D. 

Lemma F O· G(FBR) = G(FER)· G(FDR)· G(FIR). For each of the preceding inequal
ities, and for ali IA E (0,1), there exist feasib/e va/ues of the other parameters such that the 
inequality is strict. 

Proof. First, note G(FBR) = IBUaA,Ol- ra A -cI,Ol-~WI) 2': 0, where the inequality holds 
by Lemma B. 

Further, Table 2 shows ~dA is constant across the regimes FBR, FER, FDR, and FIR, and 
thus the first term of G-written as in (lO), i.e., G = IB(f~.dA - ~Wd - IA~dB-is constant 
across them. We proceed by showing ~dB(FBR) = ~dB(FER) 2': ~dB(FDR) 2': t:.dB(FIR). 
Referring to Table 2, ~dB(FBR) ="0, t:.dB(FER) = 0, 

{

O if aA > CI 
~dB(FIR) = fbA, 01 - fbB, 01 if aA E (O, cd ° if a

A < O. 

If aA E (O,CI), ~dB(FDR) = rs* - aA,Ol - fbB,Ol· ° since s* = a* + b*· aA + bB, 
implying s* - aA . bB. Further, t:.dB(FIR) = fbA,Ol- rbB,Ol· fs* - aA,Ol- fbB,Ol since 
s* = a* + b* 2': aA + bA, implying bA . s* - aA. If aA < ° or aA > CI, t:.dB = ° in all four 
regImes. 

This proves O· G(FBR) = G(FER)· G(FDR)· G(FIR). For each of the preceding 
inequalities, it is a straightforward exerci se to demonstrate a case in which the inequality is strict 
for all IA E (0,1). Q.E.D. 

Lemma G G(SER)· G(SBR)· G(SIR)· G(SDR)· O. For each of the preceding inequal
ities, and for all IA E (0,1), there exist feasible va/ues of the other parameters such that the 
inequality is strict. 
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Proof. We first show G(SDR) . ·0. Now G(SDR) = IB[.ôdA(SDR) - .ôWI]. There are two 
cases to considero Suppose bB < O. By Lemma .E, .ô W I = aA - (aA - cd = CI. f aA, 01 = aA, 
and f aA - CI, 01 = aA 

-CI· These three facts together imply G(SDR) = IB(c1 -cd = o. Second, 
suppose bB > o. Then G(SDR) = IBU s* - bB, 01- f s* - bB - CI, 01- .ôWd· ° by Lemma B. 

Table 2 shows .ôdB = ° for alI regimes SER, SBR, SIR, and SDR and thus G = IB(.ôdA -
.ôWd for them. We proceed by showing .ôdA(SER)· .ôdA(SBR)· .ôdA(SIR)· .ôdA(SDR). 
Referring to Table 2, .ôdA (SER) = 0, .ôdA (SBR) = f aB, 01 - f aB - CI, 01, 

.ôd (SIR) _ { f a~, 01 - f aB 
- CI, 01 if b

B 
> ° 

A - f aA, 01 - f aA - CI, 01 if bB < 0, 

.ôd (SDR) _ { fs* - bB,Ol - fs* - bB - cI,Ol if bB > ° 
A - f aA, 01 - f aA - CI, 01 if bB < o. 

Clearly, o· f aB, 01 - f aB - CI, 01; so .ôdA(SER)· .ôdA(SBR). If bB > 0, .ôdA(SBR) = 
.ôdA(SIR). IfbB < 0, .ôdA(SIR) = faA,Ol- faA-cI,Ol = flaA ,cIJ,Ol2:: flaB,cIJ,Ol = 
f aB, 01- f aB - CI, 01, where the second and fourth steps hold by Lemma A. Thus, .ôdA (SBR) . 
.ôdA(SIR) in alI cases. If bB < 0, .ôdA(SIR) = .ôdA(SDR). If bB > 0, .ôdA(SDR) = fs* -
bB,Ol-fs*-bB-cI,Ol = fls*-bB,cIJ,Ol2:: flaB,cd,Ol = faB,Ol-faB-cI,Ol =.ôdA(SIR), 
where the second and fourth steps hold by Lemma A and where the third step holds since 
s* = a* + b* 2:: aB + bB, implying s* - bB 2:: aB. Thus, .ôdA(SIR)· .ôdA(SDR) in alI cases. 

This proves G(SER)· G(SBR)· G(SIR)· G(SDR)· O. For each of the preceding 
inequalities, it is a straightforward exercise to demonstrate a case in which the inequality is strict 
for alI IA E (0,1). Q.E.D. 

Proof of Proposition 1: Assume G > O. (The proof for G < ° is similar.) If E~ = 1 in the 
first best, then the discussion preceding equation (4) shows .ô Wo == W Ó - W cP > 0, implying 
o-co+.ôWI > O. But .ôUo = o-Co+.ôWI +G > o-Co+.ôWI > 0, so E~ = 1 in equilibrium 
as well. This proves equilibrium involves weak overinvestment. For a given .ô W I E R, let 

(Note that .ôWI and G involve date-l payoffs only and is thus independent of a and Co.) 5 is 
nonempty: it contains the point (O, G/2 + .ôWI) among others. For any (a', c~) E 5, E~ = ° in 
the first best (i.e., a' - c'o + .ô W I < O) but E~ = 1 in equilibrium (i.e., a' - c~ + .ô W I + G > O). 
This proves the existence ofparameters (a, co) E R~ such that investment is strictly inefficient. It 
can be shown that 5 contains alI the parameters (a, Co) E R~ such that E~ is chosen inefficiently 
in equilibrium. Clearly, S grows as IGI increases. This proves that the set of parameters 
(a, Co) E R~ for which investment is inefficient grows as IGI increases. 

If G = 0, investment is obviously efficient for alI (a, co) E R~. If G =1= 0, the arguments 
in the preceding paragraph establish that investment is inefficient for some (a, Co) E R~. This 
proves the penultimate statement of the proposition . 
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To prove the last statement of the proposition, assume 6.dA = 6.W1 and 6.dB = O. Then 
G = O for alI la E (O, 1), and so by the preceding paragraph investment is efficient for all 
IA E (0,1). Assume investment is efficient for alI (o:,co) E R~ and for IA E r, where r is 
a nontrivial subinterval of (0,1). Then G = O and 8GjEhA = O for alI IA E r, implying the 
following two equations must hold: 

6.dA - 6.W1 - IA (6.dA - 6.W1 + 6.dB ) = O 

-(6.dA - 6.W1 + 6.dB ) = O. 

These two equations imply 6.dA = 6.W1 and 6.dB = O. Q.E.D. 

Proof of Proposition 2: Considering the whole set of feasible parameters, Lemma F and 
Proposition 1 imply 1ST ~ FBR "" FER ~ FDR ~ FIR. Lemma G and Proposition 1 im
ply 1 ST ~ SDR ~ SIR ~ SBR ~ SER. The folIowing three conditions will be used to establish 
the relative efficiency of regimes on various restricted sets of parameters: 

Wo = o: - Co + W{ 

wo=wf 

(11) 

(12) 

Wo = r aA 
- Cl, s· - cll (13) 

Assume (11) holds. Then f~(.JST) = l. By Lemma F, G(FBR) , G(FER) , G(FDR), 
and G(FIR) are non-neg~tive. Thus, by Prpposition 1, f~(FBR) = f~(FER) = f~(FDR) =. 
f~(FIR) = l. Nash bargaining ensures the rest of the choice variables are set at the optimal 
leveIs as well. Hence 1ST"" FBR "" FER "" F D R "" FIR if (11) holds. 

Assume (12) holds. Then f~(JST) = O. By Lemma G, G(SDR), G(SIR), G(SBR), and 
G(SER) are non-positive. Thus, by Proposition I, f~(SDR) = f~(SIR) = f~(SBR) = f~(SER) = 
O. Nash bargaining ensures the rest of the choice variables are set at the optimal leveIs as well. 
Hence 1ST"" SDR "" SIR "" SBR "" SER if (12) holds. 

Assume (13) holds. Then f~(JST) = O. Further, 6.Uo(FIR) = IB(O: - Co + cd + IA (o: - Co + 
6.W1 )· IB(O: - Co + Cl)' O, where the equality holds since aA ~ Cl by Lemma D, the first 
inequality holds by Lemma C, and the second inequality holds since Co - o: ~ Cl by Lemma D. 
Thus f~(F/R) = O. Nash bargaining ensures that in equiIibrium under F/R, the values of the 
rest of the choice variables are set at their optimaI leveIs as well, implying 1ST"" F/R. But then 
1ST"" FBR "" FER "" FDR if (13) holds since-as established in the first paragraph-FBR, 
FER, and FDR are at Ieast as efficient as F/R for any feasibIe parameters. 

We have shown 1ST ~ FBR "" FER ~ FDR ~ F/R on the unrestricted set of feasibIe 
parameters but that 1ST"" FBR '" FER '" FDR '" F/R if either (11) or (13) holds. The only 
other case is for the parameters to satisfy Wo = bB. Therefore, 1 ST ~ FBR "" FER ~ FDR )- F/R 
if Wo = bB . 

We have shown 1 ST ~ SDR ~ S/R ~ SBR ~ SER on the unrestricted set of feasible 
parameters but that 1ST"" SDR "" S/R"" SBR '" SER if (12) holds. The only other case is for 
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the parameters to satisfy (11). Therefore, 1ST i- SDR i- S/R i- SBR i- SER if (11) holds. 

Proof of Proposition 3: By statement (8) of Proposition 2, any of the rights regimes FBR, SBR, 
F/R, S/R, FER, SER, FDR, or SDR yield the first best if Wo = f aA - CI, s* - cIl. Throughout 
the remainder of the proof, maintain the assumptions a > Co and Wo =1= f aA - CI, s* - cIl. Note 
bB + a - Co > bB ; so W o = a - Co + W{. 1ST rv FBR rv FER rv FDR rv F/R by statement (7) of 
Proposition 2. It remains to be shown that 1ST rv SDR rv S/R rv SBR rv SER. By Proposition 2, 
this is true if 1ST rv SER since SER is dorninated by the other second party rights regimes in 
terms of social efficiency. Now f~(JST) = 1. Further, flUo(SER) = a - Co + TAflWI > O since 
a> Co and since flWI ~ O. Thus f~(SER) = 1, and so SER is efficient. Q.E.D. 

Proof of Proposition 6: The proof proceeds in three steps. 
Step 1: We first construct strategies that form a subgame perfect equilibrium providing 

surpluses Wo - fbB ,Ol for A and fbB ,Ol for B. In stage 1 ofthe mechanism in Figure 3, A's 
strategy is the following: 

if Wo = a - Co + aA , 

if Wo = a - Co + s*, 
if W o = a - Co + bB , 

if Wo = aA - CI, 
if Wo = s* - CI, 
if Wo ='bB , 

f A = i ê = eA t = fbB 01 o' , " 
fOA = 1 ê = e* t = bB - b* " , 
foA = 1 ê = eB t = O , , , 
f A = O ê = eA t = fbB 01 o' , " 

(14) 

f~ = O, ê = e*, t = bB - b*, 
f~ = O, ê = eB , t = o. 

In stage 2 of the mechanism, B accepts if and only if fb( ê), 01 + t ~ fbB , 01. In the stage-3 
subgame following B's accepting, A sets f~ = 1 if a(ê) - (1 - f~)CI - t ~ O and f~ = O 
otherwise. B sets ff = 1 if b( ê) ~ O and ff = O otherwise. In the stage-3 subgame following 
B's rejecting, B announces ê = eB

. A sets f~ = 1 if a( ê) - (1- f~ )CI > O and f~ = O otherwise. 
B sets ff = 1 if b( ê) ~ O and ff = O otherwise. 

It can be vertied that A eams Wo - fbB
, 01 and B eams fbB

, 01 given these strategies. Since 
B can always guarantee itself fbB , 01 by rejecting in stage 2 and since the parties' joint surplus 
is bounded above by vVo, A cannot eam more than Wo - fb B

, 01 by deviating from its strategy. 
By design, the above strategies form a subgame perfect equilibrium on the subgames starting in 
stage 2. Thus the constructed strategies form a subgame perfect equilibrium. 

Step 2: Prove B eams fbB , 01 in any subgame perfect equilibrium. First note that B cannot 
eam less than fbB , 01 in equilibrium since it can guarantee itself fbB , 01 by rejecting. Suppose 
the parties' strategies are such that B eams' rb B ,Ol + E for some E > O. We will show that 
these strategies do not form a subgame perfect equilibrium. A' s surplus given these strategies 
is bounded above by Wo - fbB , 01 - E. Assume that the strategies form a subgame perfect 
equilibrium on the continuation subgames starting in stage 2 (if not, we are done). It can be 
shown that the strategies must be identical on the subgames starting in stage 2 to those specified 
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above in step 1 (technically, the choices made when parties are indifferent may differ, but this is 
irnrnaterial for the subsequent analysis). Then A. can ensure itself Wo - fbB , 01- E/2 by deviating 
to a new strategy that is identical to (14) with the exception that E/2 is added to t in all cases. A 
strict1y prefers the deviation, proving that the original strategies do not form a Nash equilibrium 
and therefore cannot be subgame perfect. 

Step 3: The fact that A eams W o - fbB , 01 in any subgame perfect equilibrium can be 
established by arguments paralleling those in step 2. Q.E.D. 

Proof of Proposition 7: We will verify that the entries for d~(SOR) and d~(SOR) in Table 2 
are correct and leave the verification for d~ and d~ for the reader. First, assume bB > O. Then 
B invests and obtains its damage rights in the default. A has three options: exclude B and eam 
aA minus the damage payment bB; allow B to enter, choose extemality e*, and eam a* minus 
damage payment bB - b*; exit and eam zero. A's payoff is thus f aA - bB, a* - (bB - b*), 01 = 
f aA

, s*, bBl - bB = W[ - fbB, 01 if bB > o. 
Second, assume bB < o. Then B would not invest in the default; so A can eam aA = 

W [ - O = W [ - fb B, 01. The last equality holds by Lernrna E and by the fact that O = fbB, 01 
if bB < o. 

Combining the two cases, d~ (SOR) = W{ - fb B, Ol To show d~(SOR) = fb B, 01, it is easy 
to see that B can eam at least fbB , 01 in the default outcome. But d~(SOR) is bounded above by 
the residual between W[ and d~(SOR) = W{ - fbB,Ol Hence fbB,Ol· d~(SOR). fbB,Ol 

Given the parties' default payoffs are correct in the last row of Table 2, it is straightforward 
to show G(SOR) = O. By Proposition 1, SOR '" 1ST. Q.E.D. 
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Appendix B: Derivation of Default Payoffs 

In this appendix, we derive parties' default payoffs listed in Table 2 for the case in which A 
has the rights and in which A has invested at date o. The calculations for the case in which A 
delays investment at date O is similar, only differing in that the investment cost Cl is not sunk. 
The calculations for the default surpluses when B has rights is essentially the mirror image of 
those below. 

Consider the default payoffs lIssociated with FBR given in the first row of Table 2. Recall 
FBR is the first-party variant of the benchmark rights regime, which gives an injunctive right 
over the extemality to A. If bargaining breaks down, then A sets the externality at eA provided 
this yields a positive payoff; otherwise it will not operate. This gives the default payoff from 
investing as d~ = faA,Ol, where recall aA == a(eA). Note that date-O flow return a and cost 
Co are regarded as sunk and do not figure into d~. Party B must decide whether it will locate 
near A, and will do so on the basis of whether bA == b( eA

) is positive. This yields default payoff 
d~ = fbA,Ol 

Consider the default payoffs associated with investor-rights regime F/R in Table 2. If A 
has invested at date O and it receives a positive payoff from operating, it will maintain its 
investment and choose eA . If continuted operation would result in losses, then A would withdraw 
its investment in the area; and B would be given the right to choose e. This yields payoff 
d~ = f aA

, 01 to A. A maintains its investment if aA > O, in which case B either endures 
externality eA chosen by A or B simply decides to locate elsewhere. Thus, B receive d;? = fb A ,Ol 
if bargaining breaks down. A withdraws its investment if aA < O, in which case B is allowed 
to choose externality leveI eB and receives default payoff d~ = bB

. 

Exclusion rights give defáult payoffs similar to benchmark rights, except that the party who 
does not hold the right gets a zero payoff in all cases. This is reflected in the entry for FER in 
Table 2. 

To compute the default payoffs associated with damage rights FDR, first consider the contin
uation subgame following f~ = 1. If B operates, it is free to set e. A earns a( e) plus damage 
payment aA - a( e) by maintaining its investment or zero by withdrawing its investment. If B 
does not operate, A can set the externality at eA

. Thus, A eams d~ = f aA
, 01 regardless of 

B's actions in the default. B's default payoff depends on whether A maintains its investment. 
If A maintains its investment, it can be harmed by-and extract a damage payment from-B. 
B earns b(e) - [aA - a(e)] = s(e) - aA if it operates, and optimally sets externality e* (the 
joint-surplus-maximizing levei). B's payoff would thus be d~ = s* - aA. If A withdraws its 
investment, it cannot extract a damage payment from B, so B optimally sets the externality at 
eB and earns fbB , 01 (note B can guarantee itself a payoff of zero in any event by simply exiting 
the area). Whether or not A maintains its investment depends on the sign of aA. 
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Rights Regime 

Benclunark Rights 

FBR 

SBR 

lnvestor Rights 
F/R 

S/R 

Exclusion Rights 

Table 1: Basic Rights Regimes 

Description 

A can specify e 

B can specify e 

A can specify e if and only if R~ = 1 

B can specify e if and only if ef = 1 

FER A caÍl specify e and require Rf = O 

SER B can specify e and require e~ = O 

Damage Rights 

FDR B can specify e but must pay aA - a(e) to A if e~ = 1 

SDR A can specify e but must pay bB - b( e) to B if ef = 1 

Optimal Rights 

SOR 
A can specify e and require ef = O but must pay bB - b( e ) 
to B if ef = 1 and rbB

, 01 to B if ef = o. 
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Rights Regime 

Benchmark RighL~ 

PBR 

SBR 

Investor Rights 

F/R 

S/R 

Exclusion Rights 

FER 

SER 

Damage Rights 

FDR 

SDR 

Optimal Rights 

SOR 

Table 2: Parties' Default Surpluses in the Rights Regimes 

A invests at date O (f~ I) 

A 's dcfault payoff (d~) 

[aA,Ol 

[aH,Ol 

[aA,Ol 

{ [aH,Ol if b B > O 
[nA,Ol if bB < O 

[aA,Ol 

O 

[aA,Ol 

{ [s· - b ll
, 01 if bB > O 

["A,Ol if bH < O 

W{ - [hFl,Ol 

13's default payoff (d~) 

[bA,Ol 

[bH,Ol 

{ [bA,Ol if a A > O 
[bH,Ol if a A < O 

[hH,Ol 

O 

rbB ,01 

{[s.-nA,Ol if a A > O 
[bEJ,Ol if a A < O 

[/,u ,01 

[hH,Ol 
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A delays investment (t~ = O) 

A's default payoff (d~) 

[aA - "1,01 

[a B - "1,01 

[aA-q,Ol 

{ [a
B 

- ct,Ol if bB > O 
[aA - q,Ol if bH < O 

raA - q,Ol 

O 

[aA-q,Ol 

{ [s· - bH - q, 01 if bB > O 
raA-cl,Ol if bEJ < O 

W 1
D - [b EJ , 01 

B's default payoff (d~) 

[bA,Ol 

[bB,Ol 

{ [bA,Ol if a A > C) 

[bB,Ol ifa A < r) 

[hH,Ol 

O 

[bB,Ol 

{ rs· - aA,Ol ifa A > (') 
[bB,Ol ifa A < q 

rbH,ol 

[b EJ , 01 
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